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Abstract: The international debate on resilience has grown around the ability of a community to prepare
for and adapt to natural disasters, with a growing interest in holistically understanding complex
systems. Although the concept of resilience has been investigated from different perspectives, the lack of
understanding of its conceptual comprehensive aspects presents strong limitations for spatial planning
and for the adoption of policies and programs for its measurement and achievement. In this paper,
we refer to “territorial resilience” as an emerging concept capable of aiding the decision-making process
of identifying vulnerabilities and improving the transformation of socio-ecological and technological
systems (SETSs). Here, we explore the epistemology of resilience, reviewing the origins and the evolution
of this term, providing evidence on how this conceptual umbrella is used by different disciplines
to tackle problem-solving that arises from disaster management and command-control practices to
augment the robustness. Assuming the SETSs paradigm, the seismic and structural engineering,
social sciences and history, urban planning and climatology perspectives intersects providing different
analytical levels of resilience, including vulnerability and patrimony from a community and cultural
perspective. We conclude that territorial resilience surpasses the analytical barriers between different
disciplines, providing a useful concept related to complex problem-solving phenomena for land use
planning, opening a new research question: how can territorial resilience be measured, acknowledging
different units and levels of analysis aiding decision-making in spatial plans and projects? In attempting
to understand a resilient system, quantitative and qualitative measurements are crucial to supporting
planning decisions.
Keywords: resilience; spatial planning; interdisciplinary; co-evolution; adaptation; transformation

1. Introduction
Climate change affects the well-being and the security of populations at a global scale,
limiting the capacity of communities to resist and adapt to natural hazards and shocks. Many studies
are investigating the relationship among resilience and some key concepts that are typically present in
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the climate change literature: vulnerability, sustainability, adaptation and transition [1–3]. Among these,
resilience refers to the capacity of socio-ecological and technological systems (SETSs) to cope with shocks,
providing a conceptual umbrella under which different disciplines tackle complex problems with holistic
interventions [4].
Assuming the resilience definition provided by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Sixth Assessment Report (2019)—“the ability of a system to absorb disturbance preserving the same
functioning structure, the capacity of self-organization and adapt to stress and change” [5]— an evident
connection emerges with a definition of ecological sciences that opens to a wider interpretation of
overcoming the current command-control adaptation policies addressed to specific climatic risks.
Adaptation and transformations to climate change scenarios involves responses that produce
nonlinear changes in the system; therefore, addressing the root causes of risks is crucial to applying
planning strategies. The main e↵ect of climate change in urban areas is the variation in the precipitation
system, which has increased the number of adverse events in the last years. The hydrological cycle is
characterized by enormous temporal and spatial variability, which often generates critical situations for
cities and the natural environment. Certain precipitation events, such as rain and snow, clearly show
this variability. Therefore, the study and management of the hydrological cycle has become one of
the main issues in resilience planning.
Traditionally, one of the most efficient measures against urban flooding is to increase the porous
surfaces through urban planning and urban design solutions aimed at improving the resilience of
the system. Such an approach could be defined as “predict and prevent,” since it is mainly based on
forecasting (through times series and projection of future climate trends), which allows the identification
of policies for prevention. Nonetheless, not only transient shocks lead to the destabilization of the system
but also chronic stress and slow changing conditions can play an important role [6]. Thus resilience
design needs flexible adaptation overcoming the limited capacity to forecast events and assuming
a non-linear and complex dynamics view of the systems that ranges from the adaptive socio-ecological
transition to robust socio-technological solutions.
We explored the concept of resilience trying to answer the question if territorial resilience is useful
for policy creation and decision-making during urban planning. To do so, we present how resilience
has been defined and the relationship between di↵erent disciplinary perspectives [7]. The aim of
this work was not to present a middle-term interpretation of territorial resilience that arises from
a literature review, since this approach is currently too ambiguous: this understanding of resilience is
still unwieldy to operationalize for planning [6]. We aimed at understanding what kind of relationships
and how multiple definitions should be evaluated for normative interpretation, useful for defining
strategies and territorial policies that enforce the response capacity, the preparedness and the evolution
of territorial systems.
Particular attention was paid to the patrimony approach to resilience, since this analytical level is
fruitful to shift from risk-based approaches grounded in robust command-control to adaptive strategies
that leads to identify the vulnerable dimension of SETSs. Here we assume that territorial resilience
emerges as a normative concept, whereas its assessment is still rooted in di↵erent analytical fields.
At the base of this conceptual framework is the assumption that territorial strategies for adaptation
and transformation require an in-depth assessment of the relationships between socio-ecological
and socio-technical systems, bridging the barriers between the traditional robustness/techno-centric
practices and the non-linear, uncertain and co-evolutive patterns that characterize the relation between
society and nature [8].
The focus is on the role of territorial resilience in designing and projecting recovery practices,
considering that the term “resilience” in ecological theory is the ability of the system to absorb changes
or shocks from a disturbance while maintaining its internal relationship [9].
In this view, this paper presents a preliminary epistemological research activity completed by
the Responsible Risk Resilience Centre (R3C) research group of Politecnico di Torino. The manuscript
is the first output of the project “Defining Resilience” initiated in early 2018, which aims to develop
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an operational definition of territorial resilience. The R3C Project aims at design and operationalize
an interdisciplinary research methodology to implement resilience in regional and urban systems.
The project has been used to set up an in-depth discussion around the epistemological knowledge
of Resilience by di↵erent theoretical scientific approaches and their practical applications through
the operational research carried out by urban and regional planners, social scientists, anthropologists,
engineers, historicist and ecologists.
2. Definition of Resilience: from Seismic Engineers to Socio-Ecological and Technological
Systems
The word resilience, which originates from the Latin meaning of “jump” or “rebound,” includes
the physical concept of elastic return and restart in the opposite direction, as in a rising trajectory.
From the structural engineering perspective, resilience, here intended as the mechanical property of
a material, is represented by the pendulum test-machine invented by the French engineer Georges
Augustin Albert Charpy and is defined by the work required to break a sample of a specific material
with a single impact [10].
The opposite of the resilience index is the fragility index, by which a material is defined
as the response to an applied force in a material. Any reference to perfect elasticity disappears [11],
as the Charpy pendulum measures the dissipation of energy in the fractured surface.
Resilience is therefore considered as resistance to impulsive, brutal and rapid solicitations
and di↵ers from the resistance to the long-term application of forces that generate obsolescence, erosion,
delamination or stress, which are considered cyclic actions.
In the specific field of seismic engineering, there are two parallel and sometimes concurrent
concepts of resilience. The first is defined as physical ductility, which is the capacity of a material or
a structure to yield without relevant increase of load. This definition is still rooted in the concept of
energy dissipation and is considered the reciprocal to brittleness by seismic engineers [12]. The second
is resistance, which is the degree to which a material opposes adverse forces [13]. The best anti-seismic
strategy is not resistance but ductility, which is the capacity to deform with the dissipation of energy.
Ductility is more than the ability to resist to long-term or acute forces, because plasticization is
a permanent deformation that leads to another state of the material, augmenting its adaptive capacity
and its ability to dissipate energy. However, that adaptive ability is limited.
Examples of this limit are well-represented from the socio-psychological perspective,
where the resilience of a community is defined as the capability to positively react to shocks or persistent
adverse factors. This perspective surpasses the mechanical concept of resistance to an event because
the consequences of damages have, for the most part, an irreversible effect, forcing the community to
a change [14,15].
From this viewpoint, resilience is an adaptation to new conditions and mobilizes endogenous
and exogenous resources to reach a new level of functioning [16], sometimes producing better
conditions. Analogously, from the engineering perspective, plasticization represents a change of state
that corresponds to a new form of adaptation.
The process of plasticization introduced an emerging concept of modelling resilience, which is
the stability of the system. The dynamic equilibrium of a system under perturbation can be stable,
unstable or indi↵erent and this dynamic is similar to that of landscape ecology or social psychology.
The stability is often connected to the maintenance of the fundamental characteristics of a system
such as its functions, structure or identity [17]. It is then possible to define the resilience of a person,
the housing system, the economy, institutions, natural environment and communities in general.
From the ecological point of view, resilience is persistence, adaptability and transformability of
complex adaptive Socio Ecological Systems (SES), clarifying the dynamic and forward-looking nature of
the concept [18]. In urban ecology, the resilience is the ability of urban systems to resist stress and absorb
perturbations while conserving identity, structure and vital ecological processes [1]. A resilient urban
system is composed of cyclical evolutionary phases: growth, specialization, collapse and reorganization.
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Similar to what has been theorized by Schumpeter for economical processes, the collapse determines
the growth of a new economic system. This interpretation is also similar to landscape ecology theory for
complex and adaptive systems [19], which is the concept of panarchy [20]. Panarchy defines the cycle
of a system generating an upgrade or downgrade of the system itself. A resilient system is based on
the adaptive capacity and the mutual interactions of all its components that create an innovation of
the state.
This innovative capacity was extended to the study of SES [21] when the term resilience
shifted from ecology to social sciences [22,23]. The socio-ecological school emphasizes renewal,
reorganization, innovation, learning capacity and development using shocks as turning points from
one state to another [2,24]. Particularly, innovation in SES refers to planning tools and practices
leading to the introduction of a new emerging paradigm, including the capacity to assess
and protect ecosystem services and related supporting, regulating, provisioning and cultural/aesthetic
functions [25–27]. The ecosystem service approach aims at increasing the knowledge of SES to aid tin
he decision-making process, preserving the natural capital and augmenting the capacity of the system
to react under challenging phenomena (climate, environmental, socio-economic and technological),
fostering dynamicity, flexibility and the superior adaptability of the system [28].
The difficult challenge is to transform urban systems into something not only robust to adverse
shocks but also increasing the innovation, preparedness and co-evolving capacity that distinguish
the anti-fragile system, preparing communities to face perturbations, uncertainties and unpredictability
as components that generate changes and new conditions [29,30]. Therefore, urban planning is
shifting its attention to new tools and instruments that are not focused on static resistance to
adverse factors but on finding new adaptive and innovative solutions [24,31,32] that are able to
transform the system, producing radical and nonlinear positive changes addressing multiple risks [3,33].
In this view, the recent paradigm introduced by the study of SETSs moves forward the general
sustainable development approach of SES rooted in the “reductionist” theory with a limited capacity
to co-evolve into new operational dimensions coming up with an integration of the technological
sphere of SES [6,34,35]. SETSs lens might help to achieve a more comprehensive and holistic
resilient strategy that helps urban planning to define priorities, areas of interventions, including both
technological/infrastructural and Nature-Based solutions for the community.
Multiple Interpretations of Resilience
There is no internationally agreed upon definition of resilience [31]. Interpretations range from a critique
of the term [36], the concept [37] and the metaphor [38]. Resilience is addressed as a “way of thinking” [39],
a “performance” [40] or a “capacity” of a system [41]. The term offers as many interpretations as the different
disciplinary perspectives applied to the concept. Some definitions that could be worth exploring are related
to the following fields:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Ecology: A measure of the persistence of systems and their ability to absorb change and disturbance
while maintaining the same relationships between populations or state variables [9]. The capacity
of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganize while undergoing change so as to essentially
retain the same function, structure, identity and feedback [42].
Urban Systems: The ability of an urban system and all its constituent socio-ecological
and socio-technical networks across temporal and spatial scales, to maintain or rapidly return
to desired functions in the face of a disturbance, to adapt to change and to quickly transform
systems that limit current or future adaptive capacity [16].
Logistics: The ability of a system to return to its original state or move to a new more desirable
state after being disturbed [43].
Engineering: The ability of systems to anticipate and adapt to the potential for surprise
and failure [44]. An organization’s ability to survive and potentially even thrive, in times
of crisis [45].
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Resilience can be analysed from di↵erent levels (individual, domestic, groupings, community
and corporate) and from various components (building environment, economy and organizations,
institutions and the natural environment) and there is no automatic correspondence among components
or level. Each level a↵ects the components in di↵erent ways.
For instance, the psychological and sociological literature that focuses on community-level
resilience presents qualitative distinctions among the components: (1) the equity and distribution of
economic resources [46,47]; (2) the quality of the network relationships of the community (participation,
connection to places, community feeling, the ability to activate resources, etc.) [14,46]; (3) the expertise
of community, such as the adaptability and creativity (political partnership, problem-solving ability,
capacity to act as a community and so forth. [48,49]; and (4) communications and information,
including shared narratives, responsible media rather than reliable information sources [46].
Other classifications assign more importance to value-based dimensions from political-institutional
and socio-health aspects or the presence of services and infrastructure. The historical consideration
concerning resilience, for example, outlined the role of the extension of common goods and their
influence on social adaptation processes and culture [50,51].
From the perspective of cultural anthropology, resilience has a semiotic value that is intrinsically
delivered by a message, a description or a representation. In this view, the landscape is the cultural
message that is perceived and communicated by local communities. The cultural and linguistic
dimension of resilience presents a more complex and intricate development when compared
with the engineering interpretations: it is a complex dynamic process that leads the community
to recognize its environment, acknowledging the memory and heritage of previous generations,
enriching the present.
The multiplicity of interpretations has resulted in a flourishing use of this term for different
purposes with some overlaps. In each definition, the metaphor of “rebound” or “return” to a new
condition of “non-dynamic equilibrium” is envisaged. With some minor distinctions, interpretations
poorly address the complex multiple relations between humans and their environment that
should be considered during decision-making processes aimed at supporting land use planning.
Alongside the socio-ecological perspective, the concept is often related to disaster preparedness,
vulnerability or sustainable development [52] but the relationship between resilience and disaster
preparedness or vulnerability remains unclear and the overlaps between resilience and sustainability
creates misleading interpretations. Leaving apart the theoretical definition of sustainability and resilience,
which differs a lot [29,53] the SESs-perspective of sustainable planning has been largely addressed
to the “reductionist” theory in the utilization of finite environmental goods (soil, air and water)
leading to a traditional command-control (Socio-technical) practice based on single-risk assessment;
while the SETSs-perspective offers a comprehensive dynamic view that is based upon the analysis of
vulnerabilities, accepting the change of system and adapting to it (Table 1). This encourage planners to
shift from the traditional risk-assessment engineering design for infrastructural interventions to a more
comprehensive, flexible and socio-ecologically-based approach to the vulnerability of the entire system
instead of the single component [6].
Table 1. The shifting approach to planning from SES to SETS perspective.
Approach

Analytical Level

Analytical Structure

Dimension

Command-control
Co-evolution

Component
System

Risk/robustness
Vulnerable/resilience

Socio-Technical
Socio-Ecological-Technical

The increasing number of studies that mixes sustainable and resilient approaches and solutions
is counterproductive when territorial resilience is addressed with missing elements: dynamism,
adaptation and learning capacity. As such, we aimed to share a common theoretical background
around the concept of resilience, which is crucial to developing its practical implementation.
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It is possible to define a system as being intrinsically vulnerable to stress and shocks and minimally
resilient, as defined by Folke [24]. In this sense, vulnerability is counterpoised to resilience, even if
they act simultaneously. However, a significant di↵erence exists between vulnerability and resilience:
the first includes the exposure to a specific hazard, whereas the second emerges from the characteristics
of a complex interaction between the system itself and the interaction between society and its governance.
Resilience is more than just vulnerability, not only including the analysis of exposure to stress and shocks
but also defining recovery and reorganization periods that includes the community and cultural
instances hereafter considered the “patrimony” of urban systems. Nonetheless, the identification of
vulnerabilities is an asset to define the kind of interventions essential to build resilience in each city [54].
Many recent studies focused on vulnerability and resilience evaluation of SETSs at the urban scale,
including the economic assessment of multiple risks, proposing possible solutions and interventions to
improve the resilience of territories. In this context, the flexibility of solutions available to an extended
range of situations allows the rigorous selection of di↵erent kinds of interventions to face climate
change conditions [1,21,54].
In this view, Belcore et al. introduced an innovative index that quantifies the ability of a local system
to react to hazard: the “Incapacity to React” is the interaction between vulnerability and resilience [55].
In this study, the interconnections between vulnerability and resilience to face climate change
are addressed by an urban index that considers climate-driven shocks and their environmental,
political and economic stresses. Urban resilience and adaptive politics are measured against a vast
quantity of threats while addressing derived co-benefits [21,56]. Therefore, the concept of resilience
includes a combination of hazard prediction and a combined analysis of the inducted risks posing
particular emphasis on strengthening both urban infrastructure and Nature-Based Solutions [57,58]
and the recovery speed of communities after natural and anthropic damages [1].
From an urban planning perspective, the growing interest in the SETSs approach has focused on
the transition from a culture of emergency and reconstruction planning following the occurrence of
a shock, to a comprehensive preventive-planned approach to the problem of vulnerability and multiple
risks assessment [59]. The expectations of spatial planning are met by focusing on local problem-solving
issues in dealing with uncertainty.
The dynamic and complex perspective o↵ered by the SETSs approach places a particular
significance on resilience for defining actions and priority of interventions to build a resilient
landscape [31,60,61]. The cultural and community involvement is then fundamental for understand
the specific characteristics of a place and its culture, tradition and legacy, while defining new strategies
and policy, to achieve the resilience of the system. From this view, urban and territorial resilience
are conceived as the co-evolutive property of a system, where more emphasis is placed upon urban
planning anticipatory approaches, acknowledging pre-existing governance models and the historical
interaction of communities and risks. Urban design tools are conceived using a map of urban
vulnerabilities [62]. To do so, the co-evolutionary approach to resilience is significant for urban planning,
since enables the integration of the engineering risk management approach with the interdisciplinary
historical perspective.
3. A Resilient System from the Co-Evolutive Perspective
The dynamic non-equilibrium of a system is an opportunity to create knowledge and intelligence
through learning capacity, robustness, adaptation and transformation [19,63]. Particularly, the adaptation
of the system is the capacity to change, providing new answers to external stress. The perspective of
dynamic co-evolution is an approach derived from social sciences [64], which considers the resilience of
a complex system as an evolutionary process.
The evolutionary approach from a historical perspective is one of the most promising
interdisciplinary research themes that is shifting the engineering risk management approach into
a more holistic a comprehensive evolutionary interpretation of urban systems. Natural disasters a↵ect
millions of people annually, consuming huge amounts of financial resources dedicated to forecasting
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and early warning communication. However, the damages produced by natural hazards are still
growing [65]. From a global climatic change perspective, risk governance is crucial to addressing
future hazards.
Risk o↵ers an un-deterministic interpretation that considers the role of individual
and collective/strategic choices and the transformation of the policy framework. Conversely, urban
and spatial planning do not include the uncertainty dimension, focusing instead on the achievement
of a “final state of equilibrium.” This approach is rooted in planning theories and their connected
models of rationality, following the idea of rational urban development planning during the 20th
century [66]. Ecological sciences and environmental approaches are based on non-static paradigms.
Therefore, a rational comprehensive planning model and its operational application by plans
and projects have been a↵ected by a weak approach to inclusive, flexible and communicative strategic
development that promotes integration, partnership, communication skill and the temporal dimension
of processes [67].
The integration of co-evolution in planning is therefore crucial and is based on two emergent
conditions: the preservation of memory and the evolution capacity considering robustness,
adaptive ability and vulnerability reduction [68].
The aim that characterizes evolutionary planning is building adaptive governance of territories
that emerges from social systems and communities through several initiatives of governmental agencies,
international organizations and centres that promote politics and practices with incentives to reinforce
the community role and the adaptive capacity of systems [69].
3.1. Patrimony Approach from the Community Perspective
The consideration of the evolutionary dimension is a key variable in understanding the interaction
of limited social groups with their landscape [70].
SESTs are conceived emphasizing the adaptive, learning and self-organizing capacity of communities
that are symbiotically connected with their natural and built environment. Therefore, the interaction
of social systems with their environment is the basic condition of community resilience [71].
Such an interaction does not require a hierarchical relationship between the components
(society, environment and infrastructures): SETSs are neither the socio-technical component of ecosystems,
nor the natural environment of social groups and their settlements [72]. SETSs are complex systems where
the integration between socio-technical and biophysical factors is mutual and flowing in a continuous
process of adaptive co-evolution [53]. This is why co-evolution has emerged as the primary characteristic
of a SETSs, leading to a new phase (post-disaster) that generates adaptive capacities favouring a positive or
negative trend [73]. Hence, resilience should not be considered as a pre-defined characteristic of a system
that generates fixed post-disaster scenarios. The evaluation of the coping and recovering capacities
considers only factors external to the system (the problem of isolation of elements), whereas resilience is
a process that depends on endogenous community resources [74].
Commonly, risk analysis is a↵ected by the isolation of elements, which is an approach that
considers a single-risk assessment or at least their sum, for a specific site. Such an approach dominates
when resilience is operationalized in a methodological sequence for its practical measurement:
the exogenous single-risk assessment defines a unique resilient model that can be replied according to
pre-defined spatial determinants and temporal variables. Assuming this oversimplification, the result
of a post-disaster situation is simplistically evaluated by an assessment of the pre-defined characteristics
of some of the components of the system but this assumption neglects one of the most critical factors
of community resilience: the political side of the recovering phase that distinguishes an emergency
and the reconstruction period [75].
The process of resilience is more complex and requires a new point of view that considers
the positive or negative feedback between the community [76], its heritage and the relationship
with the environment. Feedback is a fundamental endogenous process that di↵erentiates community
resilience and enforces the capacity of a social group to react. From this view, cultural and natural
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heritage are pivotal to maintaining the memory of the community and its sense of belonging
and therefore its maintenance or valuation deeply increases the cohesion and resilience of a community.
In turn, cultural heritage is a resource that depends on the structural characteristics of settlements,
their maintenance and their state of obsolescence; thus, structural resilience of buildings is based
on the capacity to respect the traditional knowledge of manufacturing. The capacity to preserve
the know-how, ordinary maintenance and approaches to protect cultural heritage depends on territorial
governance, which leads to the possibility of increasing the intrinsic resilience of a system.
In a dynamic concept, the pre-existing disaster conditions are considerable resources since
they contribute to defining community resilience. Community resilience is further conditioned by
positive or negative feedback between communities and their environment after a disaster and during
the recovering phases. This process can be divided into various stages (the temporal dimension of
resilience). Khalili et al. distinguished the immediate and emergency phase and those of recovery,
demonstrating that there is a sharp decrease in the well-being and the quality of life of the citizens in
the first phase, while a slight increase in these conditions occurs in the second phase [77].
The phases mentioned above are divided into more detailed sub-phasing stages between the initial
emergency phase (distinguished by the temporary living solutions, such as tents or hotels, for a↵ected
people) and the recovery phase, that could be subdivided into di↵erent re-organization categories until
the reconstruction is completed. As an example, the post-disaster phase is subjected to oscillations
between “heroic” phases (immediate reconstruction) then successive disillusion (when what initially
imagined is not realized) rather than “give-up” phases [78].
The process of capturing resources for the population is subject to variations, meaning that
it is impossible to exactly quantify the recovering capacity of a community when a disaster has
not yet occurred. The adaptive capacity demonstrated during the heroic after-disaster phase is not
the same capacity that could be employed in the long-term where better conditions are achieved
with slow incremental improvements. It is possible that, after a low-resilient approach, a phase of
the application of resources and energies follows through the intervention of facilitators [79], who are
active citizens capable of stimulating and increasing the learning capacity of communities but without
formal involvement by institutions.
The resilience from a community perspective is then a↵ected by the difficulties that the people
encounter during the recovery phase. Initially, resilience is characterized by the negative impact of
a shock, whereas in the following stages, feedback between the people, the institutional capacity to
recover, the learning capacity and the environment can favour di↵erent scenarios and the formation of
“transitory communities” that may even be conflicting [80].
Placing resilience and vulnerabilities at the core of spatial dynamics avoids framing
the communities a↵ected by disasters as victims, providing instead an active view of its ability to recover
and enter a new phase of development. Vulnerabilities and resilience are two key complementary
factors that are strongly a↵ected by the co-evolutive interaction between the community and its
environment [2].
Even when endogenous resources are used to achieve a faster recovery, neither the institutional
capacity to support reconstruction, nor the financial support will interact with the need of
local communities to reconstruct their sense of belonging, their history or their cultural identity.
Thus, resilience is not an auto-referential modality to react against shocks. When external resources are
used to support the recovery phase, their use should be socially accepted by the community that has to
receive the foreign contribution and the implementation of recovery actions should be negotiated [81].
3.2. Patrimony Approach from the Cultural Perspective
The landscape is not the result of an instant social process but is diachronically handed down:
the landscape can be considered as the product of a message between the inhabitants who live
in the places [82]. They, including the succession of generations in a specific place, receive their
peculiarities from traditions and language. Consequently, the landscape gives the inhabitants both
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cultural and linguistic experiences that generate the “idea of landscape,” which is the landscape
itself [83]. Accordingly, the landscape or the idea of landscape, can be considered from two levels:
a cultural experience (landscape communication) and a linguistic experience (landscape message).
Both aspects are considered structural because the experience of a territory is sourced from these two
aspects, which also influence their perceptions.
The landscape includes a cultural-heritage experience of the territory. The degradation of memory
and the community identity—through the destruction of collective symbols and the loss of the sense
of belonging produced by the cultural heritage—may also economically damage the community,
for example, in terms of tourism reduction rather than other recreative or productive activities.
Some documents produced by international organisations highlight how the risk of damage
to historic properties, cultural heritage sites, historic environment and historic landmarks related
to anthropic activities and disasters, is highly threatening to cultural heritage. At the level of
international institutions, a debate around the relationship between cultural heritage and resilience
has opened [84,85]. The persistence of historic landmarks, linked to traditional values and activities
in communities, handed down from generation to generation, have to be preserved and enhanced
through specific conservation or valorisation projects. Currently, the consideration of cultural heritage
during risk management programs and strategies is limited, especially with respect to the consequences
of climate change. Weak awareness and cooperation between people who deal with risk management
or with preservation and valorisation of cultural heritage sites, are evident. Heritage can be used
as a pivotal element to improve social resilience. Even assuming this comprehensive perspective, some
crucial questions remain un-answered: who has the role to decide what is (and what is not) “heritage”
in terms of risk, rehabilitation and reconstruction? Can an ex-ante determination be assumed to be
an objective of heritage? Are there common methods of cultural and historical assessment attributed
to heritage or can they vary on the basis of the political and religious cultural context? These questions
seem almost rhetoric for those who deal with heritage disciplines. However, the consideration of
heritage in the processes of resilience includes its social construction: a process of collective consensus
that surpasses the recognition of tangible objects and values [86–88].
Each heritage system is the result of selection, identification, classification and cataloguing
processes that require an active role of subjects who experience the heritage. Despite objects having
an intrinsic value, if the community does not recognise it, artefacts cannot be considered heritage.
From the heritage perspective, it is not possible to assume a static vision; a more processual
dimension (co-evolution) view is required. In the case of interventions after disaster damage,
the reconstruction has to be planned not only in order to recover a material object but also to
create a new object providing heritage value—embedded in historical values—that will be shared
and recognised. From this perspective, the awareness of the heritage risk has to include a responsible
idea from both the people and communities about cultural, social, demographic, economic and religious
transformations. Some concepts, such as the equilibrium of a system, are conceived as dynamic
processes or the role of communities in the learning processes, which are shared by heritage
and territorial cultural systems. This is why preservation activities aim at a continuous reinterpretation
of the object and not at static material conservation.
Preservation is applied through a dynamic process to define new values allowing people
to recognise the objects as heritage. From this view, the best preserved heritage is the one that
incorporates, from a historical perspective, functional and structural resilience (here, intended as its
cultural dimension). The ideological value of heritage is reflected in the adopted prevention policies
that may guarantee satisfactory levels of protection against disasters.
The social memory of a community a↵ected by disaster or unexpected calamities develops both
from past experience and the collective decisions of the a↵ected communities. Reconstruction after
a disaster is a crucial time period because local stakeholders and institutional authorities decide
which elements of cultural heritage are to be preserved, rebuilt or abandoned, sometimes through
emotive impetus or previous incomplete evaluations.
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A resilient approach to damage generates several scenarios that are influenced by the perspective
from which heritage is considered, whereas the political dimensions of these di↵erent processes are less
evident and definable. A resilient community is able to accept heritage loss and simultaneously build
new heritage by storing the memory of tragic events and understanding its dynamics and reasons.
4. Discussion: Is Territorial Resilience an Emerging Approach for Spatial Planning?
The community and cultural perspectives of resilience are based on the concept of dynamic
non-equilibrium and the co-evolutionary characteristics of a SETSs [61]. Hence, resilience promotes
changes in the policies and strategies of institutions, organizations and social networks [89,90] addressed
by an interdisciplinary approach aimed at promoting the capacity of the modification and adaptation of
the system [91]. This process arises through multi-level and multi-sectoral vision of the responsibility
of adaptive and flexible governance and of planning solutions in a medium- and long-term perspective.
These properties are intrinsically assumed by the definition of SETSs where, resilience is the capacity
of the system—and of all its socio-ecological, technical, infrastructural components—to preserve or
rapidly return to basic functionalities, responding to turbulence and/or shocks, of adaptation to climate
change, to transform the subset of components which limit the present and/or the future evolution
capacity [92].
This definition clearly refers to resilience as a capacity to preserve and transform the system;
therefore, resilience is a dynamic process. Viewing resilience as a process instead of a fixed condition is
one of the main issues that emerges from the introduced interpretations: resilience is a challenge for
urban planning and not a fixed attribute of the system.
Here, we assume that “territorial resilience” is an emerging concept capable of aiding
with the decision-making process for identifying vulnerabilities and improving the transformation of
socio-geographical areas [93]. We purpose to define territorial resilience as an “emerging concept” since
the SETSs approach considers the dynamic non-linear interaction between the endogenous characters
of the system and its exogenous transient shocks, chronic stresses and their sudden or slow changing
conditions that a↵ects both the patrimony and the governance system. In this view, urban planning is
part of the resilience itself since it considers in a general an holistic view the SETSs by a normative
and urban design perspective and therefore assumes the co-evolutionary vision of communities.
The question remains as to how to operationalize this concept in planning. Firstly, an uncertain
future should be adequately considered. “What if” events should integrate spatial analysis that supports
decision-making in land use planning using measuring methodologies that includes the sensitivity of
the system to internal and external shocks and disturbances altering its properties in a mutual relation.
The measurement of vulnerabilities grounded on the spatial knowledge of the system and its potential
transformation should be capable of dialoguing with multi-risk assessment and climate modelling
integrating the response capacities of the local governance and their feedbacks with community.
This knowledge has to be developed by new geographic information systems that create local datasets
to deliver spatial representations which accounts for socio-technical, environmental and economic
components of the system. Secondly, aspects of patrimony should be adequately considered as most
representative of the co-evolutive and evolving property of the system. This approach improves
the awareness of cultural heritage as a useful tool to build resilient communities, reducing the e↵ect
of disasters due to natural and anthropic hazards that may a↵ect cultural heritage by a coupling of
infrastructure design focus resistant elements with more Nature-Based by “soft” actions. The inclusion
of cultural heritage in disaster mitigation projects focuses on prevention instead of the reaction to
disaster, which improves the relationship between protected sites and resilience by the role of heritage
for communities.
The abovementioned two points distinguish territorial resilience as an approach that requires
radical innovations in planning techniques and procedures.
The introduction of a multicriteria approach for spatial analysis is necessary in order to measure
resilience as a complex phenomenon that moves from the traditional inquiry methods (on di↵erent
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scales and levels) to a comprehensive interpretation that assumes (1) a multidisciplinary view,
(2) including the cultural and community dimension and considering (3) the phasing of time
as a co-evolutive concept that produces evidence of the transition and change of the system along
the path to recovery. Such a transition is necessary to design more flexible, diverse and ecologically
based elements along with hard and resistant ones re-thinking both grey and green Infrastructures
a product of the social-ecological and technological interaction that support the transition of
the system. To do so, it is crucial to downscale and adapt existing frameworks to spatially measure
the resilience of a system to suggest local interventions, policies and strategies. Some relevant
experiences are already available and should be carefully considered. The Rockefeller Foundation’s
“100 Resilient Cities” programme aims to measure urban resilience working across government
departments; the “Smart Mature Resilience” is a framework that directs all available resources toward
well-defined goals, ensures transparency and the democratic principles of decision-making for city
resilience development and planning. The Urban Resilience to Extremes Sustainability Research
Network (UREx SRN) focuses on integrating social, ecological and technical systems to devise, analyse
and support urban infrastructure decisions in the face of climatic uncertainty.
Such initiatives aim at better understand the link between theoretical knowledge of resilience
and the definition of an operational urban planning operational model as a precondition for
further research development. This, in order to support territorial decision-makers in developing
and implementing resilience measures and transformation and adaptation strategies in cities.
Other documents in the field of operational resilience promote the active knowledge of public
administration and researchers. As an example, the policies against risks are an asset in the 2015–2030
European Roadmap for the implementation of the Sendai Framework implemented by Global
Platform and Regional Platforms, which aims at stimulating the dialogue between public and private
stakeholders to develop risk reduction and risk management agreements. Similarly, the guidelines
of the European Forum for Disaster Risk Reduction (2017) include the request for all authorities
to add the protection and enhancement of cultural heritage to disaster risk management policies
and action [94]. The promotion of operational actions to prompt territorial resilience is the basis of
the work completed by the Resilience Alliance, which is an international, multidisciplinary research
organization that explores the dynamics of social-ecological systems and particularly work towards
the goal of better understanding how the manage ecosystems.
The adaptation of these frameworks requires an in-depth knowledge of climate data and their
temporal variations associated with a sound understanding of site conditions (land use, sealing,
slopes and soil characteristics). Environmental and the disaster history may o↵er inputs to a wide
periodization that simultaneously considers climate history and the history of institutions in charge for
risk management [95,96]. As such, the relationship between urban heritage and urbanization displays
a diachronic interpretation in the long-term.
Adaptation of general frameworks to local conditions is a process affected by (1) long-term elaboration
using the process of spatial interpolation of data and (2) strong limitations due to the variability in
the climatic context dependent on local and global variables, uncertainty and dynamism [54]. The predict
and prevent approach may not consider indirect effects, such as systemic and institutional weakness,
due to its limited capacity to find adaptive solutions to specific climate hazards [49,54,97].
5. Conclusions: An Operational Theory
A theory that considers the co-evolutive dynamics of territorial resilience assumes the non-linear
adaptive capacity of a system, which is influenced by phenomena that are difficult to measure:
the spontaneous self-adaptation of a community in a specific environment. The relationship between
the intention of a community and co-evolution [91] are key aspects of the concept of responsibility.
What emerges from the di↵erent disciplinary perspective is here synthetically reported:
(1) the co-evolutive dimension as an essential component of the resilience; (2) the focus on
changes instead of the state of the system as a condition to define resilience; (3) the evaluation
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of system’s vulnerability by SETSs perspective; (4) the multidisciplinary integration of di↵erent fields
of investigation to address resilience; and (5) the use of a mix of the quantitative and qualitative
characteristics of the system to define resilient policies.
The debate on resilience has grown around the ability of a community to prepare and adapt to
natural disasters, with a growing interest within many disciplines to holistically understand complex
systems. The implementation of resilient strategies and tools from a land use planning perspective
has largely remained confined to the single disciplinary perspective of di↵erent approaches and silo
mentality with a weak inter-disciplinary coordination.
Land use planning is an activity derived by the long-term interaction among technical,
political and civil needs that are considered in a decision-making process, intended as the arena of
a complex negotiation between stakeholders [98,99]. During such interaction, the consultation of maps
and technical documents is crucial to creating awareness of socio-economic vulnerabilities and their
territorial distribution.
The definition of territorial resilience is intended here as an urban planning projectual concept
with normative content [100] that is basically grounded in the operational integration of the vast
quantity of information that frames the assessments that support land use planning project
and strategies [28,101,102].
This concept shifts the traditional urban planning governance approaches based on bureaucratic
values, rationality and efficiency, leading to new adaptable and innovative frameworks [103].
Territorial resilience is an innovative concepts and contributes to closing the gap separating the theoretical
knowledge of resilience from its translation into spatial plans and projects. Although traditionally
resilience is characterized by the analytical levels of risk management and command-control practices
the shift toward a comprehensive, flexible and socio-ecologically-based approach to the vulnerability of
the entire system instead of the single component is necessary. This, in the view of presenting a spatial
evaluation of the values that match the needs of urban planners and their capacity to align regulatory,
fiscal and financial instruments to regulate land use [104]. This theoretical approach introduces a new
research question: how to spatially assess territorial resilience acknowledging different units and levels
of analysis aiding with decision-making in urban planning?
To answer this question, local resilience frameworks should develop an integrated vision that
links together the knowledge of the system and its governance with political decision-making to
improve the adaptation, transformation and learning capacity of the system. Within this background,
the definition of a first theoretical framework is necessary to avoid un-coherent interpretations of
territorial resilience.
The implementation of resilience in a territorial system is based on the reduction of vulnerability,
the pursuit of social and institutional learning capacity and the achievement of better territorial
governance that increase the adaptation ability and the reduce vulnerabilities.
From this view, resilience is not the result of a conventional top-down process but is rather
the e↵ect of a proactive vision of socio-political and community systems to implement collective
and individual actions, fostering self-adapting, innovation, learning capacity and the evolution of
the system. Therefore, these are key aspects to consider since resilience increases the chances of
achieving a sustainable future within an unpredictable evolutionary perspective [105].
An assessment of resilience that assumes the theoretical background presented in this paper
will help address new experimental and pioneer methodological approaches for urban planning.
This multi-disciplinary approach should generate feedback between assessment and territorial
government, indicating and selecting sites where specific actions of mitigation, adaptation,
risk reduction or transformations should be implemented to reduce the vulnerability of the system.
Notably, at the international level, the recent attention to urban and territorial resilience has
generated an operational capacity to influence policy-making phases when outlining strategies and tools
and legal frameworks for land use planning. Thus, the definition and the epistemological meaning of
resilience a↵ect the future policy of territorial governments.
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